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Law professor Alison Burke thought she was an only child until her mother died. Suddenly, flowers and white roses show up with a sash that reads Mother, and the funeral director tells her all
the funeral expenses have been paid for. The cards on the flowers are signed simply, Rachel. Who is Rachel, and why didn’t she call before Mother passed away? Having discovered she has
a half-sister, Rachel shows up to explain why she and her mother could never contact each other. Though skeptical at first, Alison discovers she and Rachel have a lot in common. The two
sisters quickly bond and go out of their way to make up for lost time. Rachel is a billionaire who thinks nothing of spending money, and she introduces Alison to the life of the very rich. Though
Alison enjoys the treats, she has always worked for what she achieved and clings to her independence. Then Alison meets Lillian Torres at a party and falls for the beautiful Venezuelan
woman. Rachel is delighted Alison has found love and embraces Lillian into their lives. When fate intervenes, will Alison and Lillian be able to give up their careers to help realize Rachel's
dream of creating a home for handicapped children?
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Traditional Chinese edition of Ripley's Game, a Patricia Highsmith novel that portrays a talented murderer. The 3rd of the Ripley novels. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for preschool children, the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first page turning. Pre-departure training
for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive fantasy space children's book! There are so many page-turning mechanisms in the whole book, which make people immersed in the surprise of
exploring and discovering the secrets of the universe. -The RS Award selection team will come and follow this fascinating flip book.
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Simplified Chinese edition of To All the Boys I've Loved Before
Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury and Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Alyssa Sutherland has always adored her great-aunt Zizi—Elizabeth Jane Calvert—and valued their special relationship. Zizi has lived a quiet, contented life, one without great
passion. Or so Alyssa thinks… Then, unexpectedly, Zizi dies. Alyssa inherits her wonderful house in Australia's tropical north Queensland, where she meets Adam Hunt, Zizi's
very attractive neighbor. It's from Adam that she learns the first of Zizi's secrets. Together, she and Adam uncover the greatest secret of all—the lifelong love that Elizabeth Calvert
kept hidden from the world. Zizi's secret passion could change Alyssa's whole world. But falling in love with Adam will change it even more.…
I wasn't always the bad guy... ??Once upon a time, I was simply Veronica Neill: daughter, sister, phoenix. But now I'm all alone, and life as the Falcon-an avian shifter and
acquirer of fantastical things-is dangerously sexy and fun. Some might even call me a thief, just never to my face. But when my latest acquisition is stolen before I arrive and a
gruesome murder is blamed on me, I've got a choice to make: 1) get taken in by the hotter-than-hell agent sent by the Death Enforcement Agency and let them charge me with a
crime I didn't commit, or 2) wait for my bloodsucking client to realize I've failed at the job he hired me for. I don't like either door, so I'll take the window instead: track down the
real killer and clear my name. If I don't solve this murder, and fast, then I might just be facing a lifetime in a grim prison-or worse, a lifetime of servitude to the man who hired me,
a man who's turning out to be more dangerous than I realized. And my kind lives for a very long time. If you loved Nalini Singh's Guild Hunters, Ilona Andrews's Hidden Legacy,
or Seanan McGuire's InCryptid series then you will devour The Last Phoenix series. WINGS OF FIRE is the 1st book of 7 in The Last Phoenix series, a kickass urban fantasy
containing fast-paced action, snarky humor, sexy grim reapers, horrific vampires, a hearty dose of swearing, and a healthy splash of slow-burn romance.
Deals with the consequences of forced conversion, exile, and secrecy resulting from the Spanish Inquisition, particularly among the Latino population of the American Southwest.
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Presents a psychosocial study of attempts to recover Jewish spirituality and identity, stressing the role of women in cultural preservation. Notes parallels with the second
generation after the Holocaust. Ch. 1 (pp. 21-41), "Secrecy, Antisemitism, and the Dangers of Jewishness", provides the historical background for the study of 20th-century
crypto-Jews. Discusses the Inquisition's persecution of crypto-Jews, and continuing anti-Jewish prejudice in the Spanish-speaking world that has made the concealment of
Jewish identity a continuing phenomenon up to the present day.
Chinese translation of the first Harry Potter book.
Five people set off, and only four people came back... Oscar-winning Best Actress Reese Weispen's favorite author, Australia's most watched thriller novel Tian Hou Zhen.
(Harper Jane) Harper follows the latest suspenseful masterpiece of Drought. The search and rescue work at Gileland Ridge will continue tomorrow morning to find the missing
45-year-old Melbourne hiker Alice Russell... Federal Police Foucault turned down the TV sound, and then dialed the voice mail of his mobile phone. The message was from Alice
at 4:26 in the morning. Called from Russell's cell phone.
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
With the help of history professor Josh Matthews and Lazarus the cat, Mindy Canaday sets out to discover who pushed her aunt Felicity down the stairs. The search follows a
treasure hunt designed by her late Uncle Oliver – and points the way to murder. Mystery/Romance by Justine Wittich; originally published by Avalon

Who could refuse a two-week stay in a chateau perched on the edge of the Mediterranean? Certainly not Richard, who was fed up to his easel with the damp London weather. Babysitting a treasure-filled
museum while his old Sorbonne roommate honeymooned in Spain was the least he could do. The vandals who’d been plaguing the chateau wouldn’t dare return, the repairmen Tom hired would be
completely trustworthy, and “murder” was only found in something by Agatha Christie. Richard might even meet a woman, someone capable of surprising him like never before. He should go. He really
should. He was dying for a vacation.
Traditional Chinese edition of Blood Bound, a Mercy Thompson series - a bestselling novel about werewolves and vampires and ghosts and shapeshifters; about the new kid in town and the gangs... In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Ilona Andrews launches a brand-new Hidden Legacy series, in which one woman must place her trust in a seductive, dangerous man who sets off an even more
dangerous desire . . . Nevada Baylor is faced with the most challenging case of her detective career—a suicide mission to bring in a suspect in a volatile situation. Nevada isn't sure she has the chops. Her
quarry is a Prime, the highest rank of magic user, who can set anyone and anything on fire. Then she's kidnapped by Connor "Mad" Rogan—a darkly tempting billionaire with equally devastating powers. Torn
between wanting to run and wanting to surrender to their overwhelming attraction, Nevada must join forces with Rogan to stay alive. Rogan's after the same target, so he needs Nevada. But she's getting
under his skin, making him care about someone other than himself for a change. And, as Rogan has learned, love can be as perilous as death, especially in the magic world.
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